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From the last few years has seen an eruption in the quantity of digital data stored in
electronic health records (EHR). Presently the most difficult thing in world that was facing
by patients and doctors was when to join hospital. And how to start treatment for patent. If
a person was sick, he wants to go which hospital and met which kind of doctor for his
problem. When a doctor diagnoses a person for some decease he needs his past medical
history. Previously, these medical prescriptions were written on papers. But these papers
are no longer available. Presently, the better choice is Electronic health records (EHR). But
EHR data is a heterogeneous in nature, in order to process heterogeneous data we use deep
learning based feature extraction method, and for predation we use navie basian classifier
to make prediction. Here in this paper we propose a frame work based on VAR and Skipgram method to take features using those feature we use basian classification to predict the
readmission into hospital.
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1. INTRODUCTION

readmission ahead of schedule amid hospitalization [3] may
help endeavors in lessening readmissions. It is huge to foresee
readmission from the get-go so as to counteract it. To avert
extreme readmissions, methods, for example, tolerant
subsequent meet-ups and instructions have been actualized,
which could be exorbitant for individual patient.
Hence, directed subsequent meet-ups that attention on
patients with high dangers of readmissions are favored. This
raises the interest for surveying quiet readmission dangers and
therefore conveys the readmission expectation to the cutting
edge of social insurance explore. Precise expectation of clinic
readmission is troublesome due to its perplexing entrapments
with the patients' wellbeing conditions, particularly the
incessant ones. Lately, there has been some examination on
doctor's facility readmission expectation from patient
Electronic Health Records (EHRs) [4]. There are numerous
difficulties for working with EHR, for example, its inadequacy,
tumult, heterogeneity, and so on. There are some current
anticipating calculations being utilized to foresee readmission
[5]. Nonetheless, these calculations have a few deficiencies,
making them inapplicable to our datasets and goals: They
foresee patients without considering the misprediction
expenses of various classifications, Time-arrangement is the
basic issue, they utilize wasteful element encoding and
restricted patient qualities are identified with a specific ailment
[6].
A clear path for EMR [7] include encoding is to remove or
make highlight vector physically. A few investigations have
recommended there are clinical and statistic parameters that
may build the danger of readmission [8]. Hazard variables may
differ contingent upon the interim among release and
readmission. An accomplice learn at a solitary establishment
found that chance elements for early readmissions (inside
multi week after release) were to some degree not the same as

Presently the most difficult thing in world that was facing
by patients and doctors was when to join hospital. And how to
start treatment for patent. If a person was sick, he wants to go
which hospital and met which kind of doctor for his problem.
When a doctor diagnoses a person for some decease he needs
his past medical history. Previously, these medical
prescriptions were written on papers. But these papers are no
longer available. Presently, the better choice is Electronic
health records (EHR) [1]. At present, all the hospitals are
maintained these kinds of data. But medical data or EHR data
is not a simple data. It involves all kids of complexities like
lab reports in image or text format, doctor prescription was
hand-written, some diagnosis results were in numerical format.
When a person has illness was repeated means he needs to
readmit.
A hospital readmission [2] is characterized as admission to
a doctor's facility inside a predetermined time allotment after
a unique affirmation. Distinctive time allotments, for example,
30-day, 90-day, and 1-year readmissions have been utilized for
research purposes. Readmission may happen for arranged or
impromptu reasons, and at indistinguishable doctor's facility
from unique or confirmation at an alternate one. Readmission
expectation is critical for two reasons: quality and cost of
social insurance. High readmission rate reflects moderately
low quality and furthermore has negative social effects on the
patients and on the healing facility. Almost 20 percent of
doctor's facility patients are readmitted inside 30 days of
release, a $35 billion issue for the two patients and the human
services framework. Avoidable readmissions represent around
$17 billion per year. Therefore, readmission is winding up
more critical as a marker for assessing the general human
services adequacy. Recognizing patients at high hazard for
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hazard factors for later readmissions (somewhere in the range
of 8 and 30 days after discharge).Clinical factors incorporate
the accompanying: Use of high-chance drug Demographic [9]
and strategic elements include: Prior hospitalization, regularly
including spontaneous hospitalizations inside the last 6 to a
year, Black race, Low wellbeing education, Reduced
interpersonal organization markers, Lower financial status,
Discharge against therapeutic counsel. So as to understand the
difficulties, we look for profound learning models to perform
readmission expectations [10].In this paper we propose a 2
stage highlight extraction strategy to foresee emergency clinic
re-affirmation for to diminish the hazard. The remainder of the
paper is composed as pursues segment 2 portrays condition ofworkmanship, segment 3 presents proposed outline work, area
4 depicts outcomes segment lastly segment 5 closes the paper.

difficulties, and information investigation including
information pre-processing, mining, and displaying. Results:
To show how enormous information examination empowers
accuracy medication, we give two contextual investigations,
including distinguishing sickness biomarkers from multi-omic
information and joining - omic data into EHR. End: Big
information investigation can address - omic and EHR
information challenges for change in outlook toward exactness
prescription. Criticalness: Big information examination
comprehends - omic and EHR information to enhance
medicinal services result. It has dependable societal effect.
Sun et al. [11] Ambient-helped living (AAL) is promising
to wind up an enhancement of the present consideration
models, giving improved living background to individuals
inside setting mindful homes and brilliant conditions. Action
acknowledgment dependent on tactile information in AAL
frameworks is a critical undertaking since 1) it tends to be
utilized for estimation of dimensions of physical action, 2) it
can prompt identifying changes of every day designs that may
show a rising medicinal condition, or 3) it tends to be utilized
for identification of mishaps and crises. To be acknowledged,
AAL frameworks must be moderate while giving dependable
execution. These two factors colossally rely upon enhancing
the quantity of used sensors and extricating powerful
highlights from them.
This paper proposes a nonexclusive element building
technique for choosing strong highlights from an assortment
of sensors, which can be utilized for creating dependable
grouping models. From the initially recorded time
arrangement and some recently produced time arrangement
[11] [i.e., sizes, first subsidiaries, delta arrangement, and quick
Fourier change (FFT)- based series], an assortment of time and
recurrence space highlights are removed. At that point,
utilizing two-stage include choice, the quantity of produced
highlights is extraordinarily diminished. At long last, unique
arrangement models are prepared and assessed on a free test
set.
The proposed technique was assessed on five openly
accessible informational collections, and on every one of them,
it yielded preferable precision over when utilizing handcustom fitted highlights [12]. The advantages of the proposed
deliberate element building strategy are rapidly finding great
capabilities for some random undertaking than physically
discovering ones reasonable for a specific errand, choosing a
little list of capabilities that beats physically decided highlights
in both execution time and exactness, and distinguishing proof
of important sensor types and body areas consequently [13].
At last, the proposed technique could diminish the expense of
AAL frameworks by encouraging execution of calculations on
gadgets with constrained assets and by utilizing as couple of
sensors as would be prudent.
Panahiazar, Maryam et al. [27] "Using EHRs and machine
learning for heart failure survival analysis." built a heart failure
risk prediction model using a series of machine learning
techniques andobserved that logistic regression and random
forest return more accurate models comparedto other
classifiers.
Dernoncourt et al. [28] created a system for the automatic
de-identification of clinicaltext, which replaces a traditionally
laborious manual deidentification process for sharing
restricted data. Their framework consists of a bidirectional
LSTM network (Bi-LSTM) and both character and word-level
embeddings. The authorsfound their method to be state of the

2. LITERATURE SURVEY
Davis [7]: Chronic illnesses have been among the
significant worries in therapeutic fields since they may cause
an overwhelming weight on social insurance assets and
aggravate the personal satisfaction. In this paper, we propose
a novel system for early appraisal on interminable ailments by
mining consecutive hazard designs with time interim data
from symptomatic clinical records utilizing successive
guidelines mining, and arrangement displaying methods. With
an entire work process, the proposed structure comprises of
four stages to be specific information pre-processing, hazard
design mining, order displaying, and post investigation. For
empirical assessment, we show the viability of our proposed
structure with a contextual investigation on early appraisal of
COPD.
Reis et al. [8]: Leptospirosis is a possibly dangerous ailment
basically influencing low-salary populaces, with an expected
yearly frequency of 1.03 million contaminations around the
world. This illness has indications regularly mistaken for other
febrile disorders, for example, dengue fever, flu and viral
hepatitis, frequently making conclusion testing. Enhancing the
precision of early determination of patients with leptospirosis
will expand the speed of suitable anti-microbial treatment
conveyance, and both will enhance clinical results for this
conceivably lethal infection.
Demiris et al. [9]: Recent advances in remote sensor
systems for pervasive wellbeing and movement checking
frameworks have set off the likelihood of tending to human
needs in shrewd situations through perceiving human realtime exercises. While the idea of streams in such systems
requires productive acknowledgment strategies, it is likewise
subject to suspicious surmising based protection assaults. In
this paper, we propose a structure that effectively perceives
human exercises in keen homes dependent on spatiotemporal
mining procedure. Also, we propose a procedure to upgrade
the protection of the gathered human detected exercises
utilizing a changed rendition of smaller scale total
methodology.
Fernald et al. [10]: Rapid advances of high throughput
innovations and wide appropriation ofelectronic wellbeing
records (EHRs) have prompted quick collection of - omic and
EHR information. These voluminous complex information
contain bounteous data for accuracy medication, and huge
information investigation can concentrate such learning to
enhance the nature of social insurance. Strategies: In this paper,
we present – omic and EHR information qualities, related
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art, with an ensembleapproach with conditional random fields
also faring well.

models of scenes [20]. VAE has the structure of auto encoders
including encoders, decoders and latent layer [21]. Variational
auto encoders are probabilistic generative models. Assume Y
is our input data and t is the latent variable, based on the total
probability law we have:

3. PROPOSED WORK
3.1 Need for EHR data analytics

P(y)=∫P(Y,t)dz=∫P(Y|t)P(z)dz

Previously, EHR data analysis was carried out using Data
mining techniques [14]. But EHR data is the combination of
structured and unstructured data, so most of the data mining
methods and tools are failed to analyse the insights of the EHR
records. In literature we addressed various methods which are
analysis the EHR data. Most of the mechanisms does not
performed well. In order to address and solve that issue in this
paper we are proposed the deep learning based EHR data [15]
analysis. The subsequent section will address the proposed
work.
EHR contains a huge amount of data so it is necessary to
store it in the proper format for further processing [16]. To
extract the needed data from such large dataset is a challenge.
A great deal of research is going on around there. Here
component choice is the strategy used to choose suitable
highlights from the dataset [17]. The inspiration driving
utilizing highlight determination is general information
decrease, include set decrease, execution improvement and
information understanding.
Here we use two kinds of methods because EHR data is a
high dimensional data. Initially we do feature selection
unstructured data for that we used VAE [18] mechanism. It
does feature extraction and presented in reduced format. After
that for text processing of medical records we use W2V
method. And we make classification of data for to predict the
risk of readmission using Naive Bayes classification [19].

(1)

VAE tries to maximize the probability of each Y in the
training set according to the Eq-2 under the generative process.
P(Y|t) is the probability function of the observed data given to
latent variable, which means how can find the distribution of
input data based on distribution of sample of latent variable
[22]. The main idea in variational auto encoder is to attempt to
sample values of latent variables (t) that are likely produce Y,
and construct P(t|Y) from those. In this way, we need a new
function P(t|Y) which can describe the distribution of z based
on value of Y [23]. In the other words, t is sampled from an
arbitrary distribution and R can be any distribution such as
standard normal distribution and help to compute Et∼QP (Y|t).
For doing that, we start to match P(t|Y) to R(t) using KullbackLeibler divergence between P(t|Y) and R(t), for some
arbitrary R:
D[R(t)∥P(t|Y)]=Et∼R[logR(t)−logP(t|Y)])

(2)

The objective function of variational auto encoders can be
formulated as following which maximizes logP(Y) minus an
error term:
logP(Y)−D[R(t|Y)∥P(t|Y)]

(3)

We can infer P(Y) and P(Y|t) into Eq. 3 by applying Bayes
rule to P(t|Y) and reformulate Eq. 4:
logP(Y)−D[R(t|Y)∥P(t|Y)]=Et∼R[logP(Y|t)]−D[R(t|Y)∥P(t|Y)] (4)

This equation known as the core of the variational auto
encoder. In particular, the right hand side acts as an auto
encoder, since R is encoding Y into t, and P is decoding it to
reconstruct Y.
3.3 Skip-gram method ()
(1) Input layer
Since we need to see how to speak to words, words are our
contribution here. In any case, we can't simply encourage a
word in the string structure to a neural system [24].
The way we speak to singular words is through a special list
mapping, i.e. each word has a one of a kind record. For
example, in the event that we have U unmistakable words, our
goal is to take in the portrayal of every one of these U
words/records as some E dimensional vector [25].
We once-hot encode the word files, i.e. each word goes from
being a file into a U dimensional vector of zeroes, with 1 just
at the record it speaks to.
So a word in EHR information resembles "expire" is spoken
to by something like: [0, 0, 1, 0, 0,.......0]1*U where the record
for "perish" is 2.

Figure 1. Proposed model architecture
3.2 Feature extraction from complex bio medical data
using Variational Auto encoders (VAE)
Variational Auto encoders has been developed as one of the
most useful approaches to representation learning of complex
data in recent years. VAE have already demonstrated
promising performance in complicated data including
handwritten digits, faces, house numbers, speech and physical

(2) Projection layer
Since our vocabulary measure is U and we need to take in
an E dimensional portrayal for each word in the vocabulary,
the projection layer is a U*E framework.
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(3) Output layer
This layer takes the yield of the Projection layer and makes
a likelihood dissemination utilizing a softmax work over the U
words. The learning stage tunes the projection layer so that in
the end words like "When," "in," "express," and "French" have
a higher likelihood than different words in U when "France" is
the information [26].
After the preparation stage, the projection layer is gotten
and utilized as the word embedding’s for the U words. The
projection layer just turns into a query table where each ith
push speaks to the embedding’s for the word with record I.
Naive Bayes classifiers [27] was popular to handle any kind
of data, the data may be any kind.That is continuous or
categorical. So this classifier is more advantageous in medical
data classification. Here we give medical data set that is
processed and the necessity features was already obtained
from the deep learning based auto encoders [28].
Given a lot of information focuses, X = {x1,x2,x...,xd}, we
need to build the back likelihood for the occasion Cj among a
lot of conceivable results C = {c1,c2,c...,cd}. In a
progressively natural language, X is the indicators and C is the
arrangement of unmitigated dimensions present in the reliant
variable. Utilizing Bayes' standard:

considered as progress summaries. These contains following
class of attributes Disease: 4,769; Symptom: 11,479;
Treatment: 2,785; Test: 4,317; Disease Group: 72; Total:
23,422.
The last highest quality level makes utilization of five
classifications of named elements, in particular, ailment, side
effect, treatment, test, and infection amass as for procedures of
the conclusion and medicines. In the procedures, restorative
staff use tests to discover side effects of infections from
patients and make an indisputable determination. At that point,
thinking about the analysis, they will utilize drugs also,
treatment conventions, or even play out a task to treat the
infections. Illness and side effect named elements allude to
phrases speaking to infection and manifestation ideas,
individually.
Treatment named substances include phrases that speak to
tranquilize names, treatment conventions (e.g., chemotherapy
what's more, radiotherapy), and medical procedures.
Treatment explanation might be coarse-grained, yet it can
lessen blunders in the explanation process in order to secure a
top notch clarified corpus set. In the future, we will refine the
explanation substance of medications. Infection amass
elements are phrases that speak to the seriousness of
sicknesses. In Chinese EMRs, explicit maladies, for example,
hypertension)" and (diabetes)" are trailed by portrayals of the
seriousness of the maladies.
For instance, there would be an expression (hypertension 3
level high-chance gathering)" in an EMR of nervous system
science. In the expression, the sickness (hypertension)" is
trailed by (high-chance gathering)" that is a further analyse as
an unmistakable rule for medicines. These depictions can be
utilized to help therapeutic stats to organize normal
medications for patients. For getting these depictions
consequently, phrases like (high-chance gathering)" are
explained as ailment bunch elements. Subsequent to
explaining the corpus, we utilized the between annotator
understanding (IAA) to evaluate the dimension of assention of
the two annotators since the IAA means the exactness and
fulfillment of the explanation [22]. The IAA for the two
specialists was 94.20 %, showing that the explanations were
dependable. The marked corpus was utilized as the dataset for
preparing what's more, trying the models.

𝑃(𝐶𝑗/𝑥1, 𝑥2 , 𝑥3 . . . . 𝑥𝑑 )𝛼 𝜋 𝑃(𝑥1, 𝑥2 , 𝑥3 . . . . 𝑥𝑑 /𝐶𝐽 )𝑃(𝐶𝑗 )
where p (Cj | x1,x2,x...,xd) is the back likelihood of class
enrollment, i.e., the likelihood that X has a place with Cj. Since
Naive Bayes accept that the contingent probabilities of the free
factors are measurably autonomous we can break down the
probability to a result of terms:
𝑃(𝑥 ⁄𝐶𝐽 )𝛼 𝜋 𝑃(𝑥𝑘 ⁄𝐶𝐽 )
Algorithm EHR data ()
{
Input: discharge summaries from EHR data set
Output: risk prediction for readmission
Step-1: pre-processing
Step-2: apply VAE ()
Step-3: Take features from VAE and give that features to
Skip gram Method
Step-4: Risk prediction
}
The proposed method takes the EHR dataas input, in that
data discharge summaries are taken for processing. VAE deep
learning technique is applied, for to extract features of frequent
re-admitted patients. VAE takes almost 80 % of the data for
training purpose and remaining 20 % for testing purpose. After
getting the features set we use Skip gram Method for text
feature mining from the clinical data. Those clinical outcomes
are given to classifier of Navie baseynwhich classifies the
patients who have more risk to be re-admitted to hospital.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
4.1 Experimental setup
Here we use Intel 8 GB RAM, 500 GB HDD, as hardware.
And UBUNTU OS, python3.5 with Numpy package and
Tensor flow to simulate deep learning models. Here we use
Panahiazar, Maryam, et al. "Using EHRs and machine
learning for heart failure survival analysis." Model as existing
and compare our proposed work with it.
Various evaluation metrics, namely, accuracy, micro
average F (Micro), and macro-average F (MacroF) [27] were
used to evaluate the performance of the medical data record
data analysis procedures. Micro values are influenced by the
anticipated execution of tests in the classification whose
number of tests is bigger than those of different classifications.
Micro [23] is calculated as

(4) Data set used
Here we used MIMIC3 [17] data set, the data set contains
two types of discharge summaries, one belongs to discharge
notes second one is progress summary. Discharged summary
having almost five hundred documents. And it contains
multiple features those are Disease: 3,554; Symptom: 7,461;
Treatment: 2,457; Test: 2,672; Disease Group: 151; Total:
16,295.
Second set of features are belonging to progress summaries
means during the treatment what kind of things are happen was

𝑀𝑖𝑐𝑟𝑜𝐹 = 2 × (𝑀𝑖𝑐𝑟𝑜𝑃 × 𝑀𝑖𝑐𝑟𝑜𝑅) ÷ (𝑀𝑖𝑐𝑟𝑜𝑃 + 𝑀𝑖𝑐𝑟𝑜𝑅)
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where: true positive(c) is the include of substance names
classification c showing indistinguishable marks from highest
quality level names; false positive(c) is the include of element
marks perceived classification c exhibiting disparate names
from highest quality level names; and false negative(c) is the
check of highest quality level element names not present in the
element names in the perceived classification c. MacroF
values are acquired by computing the normal Fmeasure (F)
estimations of anticipated examples in each class. The F values
for each class are determined by precision (P) and recall (R)
defined as

models under similar conditions. Itemized results for the
strategy are appeared Table.
Table 1. F-measure comparisons on discharge and treatment
notes
Type
Illness
Symptom
Test
Group of
Disease
Treatment
Macroaverage

𝑇𝑃
𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑃
𝑇𝑃
𝑅=
𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑁
2∗𝑃∗𝑅
𝐹=
𝑃+𝑅
𝑃=

𝑁𝑐

𝑃𝑖

1
∑
𝑁𝑐

𝑅𝑖

1
∑
𝑁𝑐

𝐹𝑖

𝑖=1
𝑁𝑐

𝑀𝑎𝑐𝑟𝑜𝑅 =

𝑖=1
𝑁𝑐

𝑀𝑎𝑐𝑟𝑜𝐹 =

Treatment Note
P
R
F
71.70 69.5024 70.58
67.09 76.9648 71.67
68.40 76.0936 72.05
20.00
88
32.60

33.14
37.30

50.82
55.60

66.14
72.49

44.16
48.58

68.9128
75.8824

58.50
61.08

Table 1 demonstrates the F-measures ran from 40 to 80
percent for release synopses and 63.18 % to 86.23 % for
advancement notes for the five element types, with the best Fmeasure accomplished in perceiving test elements. The Fmeasure for perceiving ailment bunch elements is the most
minimal, which prompts the comparing MacroP values. Since
the extent of sickness assemble elements in the corpus is only
0.56 %, there are insufficient examples to prepare the relating
highlight loads. The best exhibitions yield F-measures and for
mining test elements from release synopses and advancement
notes, separately. We looked at the MicroF esteems between
the pattern strategies and our technique connected to mining
therapeutic named elements from release outlines and
advancement notes with the trial results detailed in Table 2.
The outcomes demonstrate that the CRF-based model is better
than different models. For instance, the MicroF estimations of
the CRF-based strategies outflanked those of different
techniques by 2.5 and 1.9 percent on release outlines and
advancement notes, individually.

where TP is the check of substance marks introducing
indistinguishable names from highest quality level names; FP
is the tally of perceived element names showing unique names
from best quality level names; and FN is the tally of best
quality level element names not present in the perceived
element names;
1
𝑀𝑎𝑐𝑟𝑜𝑃 =
∑
𝑁𝑐

Discharge Summary
P
R
F
28.74 63.22 47.14
34.90 70.73 46.74
53.88 74.38 62.50
30.25 88.00 45.02

𝑖=1

The trial results are partitioned into four sections utilizing
the MacroF, MicroF, and exactness esteems, to assess the
execution of the standard techniques and our strategy. In the
first place, our technique was assessed concerning perceiving
diverse kinds of substances dependent on the MacroF esteems.
Next, our technique and three distinctive gauge strategies were
assessed by the MicroF esteems. In the third piece of the
outcomes, exactness was utilized to assess the diverse
techniques, in particular, our strategy and three conventional
strategies. At last, we contrast our strategy and benchmark

Table 2. Microp, micror and microf comparison of existing
methods and proposed models
Algorithm
ME
NB
CRF
Proposed
model

Discharge notes
Micro Micro Micro
P
R
F
78.07 77.91 77.99
88.81 88.81 88.81
93.15 93.15 93.15
88.64 88.65 88.64

Progress summaries
Micro Micro Micro
P
R
F
79.72 79.37 79.40
91.45 91.45 91.45
94.93 94.92 94.93
91.13 91.14 91.13

Table 3. Accuracy comparison of existing models and proposed models
Model
NB
ME
CRF
Proposed method

Illness
34.82
46.32
69.33
63.80

Illness Group
26
30.19
41.39
39.87

The MicroP, MicroR, and MicroF estimations of the models
dependent on ME and CRF are nearly the equivalent provided
that there is just a single class relegated to each testing tests,
the MicroP , MicroR, and MicroF values are dependably the
equivalent if there is no mark in the preparation information
that isn't in the highest quality level of the test information. In
spite of the fact that the test results demonstrate the adequacy
of our technique, our strategy doesn't beat the CRF based
strategy. The MicroF of NER on release outlines and

Indication
48
56.34
70.83
71.76

Test
55.96
66.10
88.05
81.28

Action
51.98
68.80
67.47
61.14

Overall
62.12
66.68
81.94
70.60

advancement notes of our techniques are not exactly those of
CRF based model by 4 and 3 percent almost. Table 3 gives the
precision correlations of existing and proposed models. It
plainly demonstrates that proposed model outflanked the
current models by giving more exactness rate than every other
model.
Figure 2 shows the Accuracy comparison of existing model
Dernoncourt et al. [28] and proposed approach. Existing
approach authors use recurrent neural networks and these take
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most of the storage space for processing data. But in our
proposed approach we use VAE and Skip-gram method which
is more suitable data like medical text. So proposed work
produces more accurate values than existing work. Whenever
the size of data increase accuracy percentage also increased.

Figure 4 shows the testing time comparison of existing
model Dernoncourt et al. [28] and proposed approach.
Existing approach authors use recurrent neural networks and
these take most of the storage space for processing data. This
make lot of time for storing and get processed the data. But in
our proposed approach we use VAE and Skip-gram method
which is more suitable data like medical text. So proposed
work produces less computation than existing work.
Whenever the size of data increase computation time also
increased.
5. CONCLUSION
Electronic health records (EHR) plays very important role
medical improvement. But EHR data is a heterogeneous in
nature, in order to process heterogeneous data we use deep
learning based feature extraction method, and for predation we
use navie-basian classifier to make prediction. In this paper,
we propose a frame work, an end-to-end deep learning
predictive model that embeds local and global contextual
information via VAE and skip gram topic model based
recognition network, respectively. We evaluated the model
with hospital readmission prediction task on patients. Existing
work use recurrent neural network in our proposed model
outperforms baseline with respect to accuracy and
computation time. And can also explicitly generates
interpretable subgroups to improve understanding of
heterogeneous readmission risks among all features.

Figure 2. Accuracy comparison
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